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Heller & Bundenthal
All kinds of

America’s Largest

insurance

"

Automobile Insurance a Specialty

Distributors

ihski

512 Reibold Building

of No. 10 Canned

siete ti

Goods

BOTH PHONES

OR forty years
the leading

The Dayton

specialists in supplying the institutional table.

Cur-

rent price list on request.

Stencil Works Co.

John Sexton & Company

Steel Saneenabher Stamps

Wholesale Grocers

Seals—Badges—Engravings

_..

Chicago

Branches, at Strategic Shipping Points

Stencils.
115 E. SECOND ST.
Phone Main 1988
Dayton, Ohio

Get Good Shiéen and You'll Be Safe

SEE THE

&6& HART

Oil Burner
In Actual Operation at

Frank C. Clemens |

ge

PLUMBING & HEATING

You can’t save money on shoes, unless the shoes are good.
Even high prices on high quality would be better than low
prices on poor quality.
In Walk-Over Shoes you always get quality, plus dependable
‘leathers, service giving construction, solid comfort and good
styles.

KEHM’S
_ WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP

39 S. Main Street

28 North Jefferson Street
Main 888
LOUIS RAUSCH

THERE’S A CERTAIN FEELING OF

SATISFACTION

HOME PHONE 5666

TheSSP Baker

Felt by the users of Lowe Brothers High Standard Quality
Paint Products—they mean paints and varnishes that are
made as good as they can be made—they look better, last
longer and go further, which means in all, REAL PAINT
Economy. Your painting problems are ours.

Lowe Brothers Paint Store

Bread and Fancy Cakes
1211 Xenia Avenue

Main 58

110-112 East Third Street

Home 6301

THE

THE DRINK THAT HITS THE SPOT

John T. Barlow Co.

creen Finest Quality «*
«> Blend A Coffee «»

Wholesale

THE JANSZEN GROCERY CoO.

DRY GOODS

Bell Phone Main 832
Connects all Departments

and NOTIONS

S. E. Corner Second and Walnut Sts.
101 to 117 East Second Street

°

CINCINNATI, OHIO
‘Third andSears Streets,Dayton, Okie
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HARRY SCHMITZ

Established 1863

On Your
Vacation
You will need many things
for sport wear

State Theatre
Barber Shop
30 East Fourth St.

Hair Cutting or Bobbing, 35c.
Shaving, 15c.

First Class Service

Seven Chairs

Geo. H. Meyer, Prop.

FISH
We can supply YOU

TheCOSMOPOLITANSS.
Dayton's Leading Haberdashers
27 WEST FIFTH STREET -

+ Getween MAIN &LUDLOW

The Finest House Paint Made
Is that which comes ready to use in our cans
of all sizes.
Mixed of the best materials by
machinery which leayees absolutely not a
particle of grit, it is a paint of perfect smoothness and of very high efficency. Get a sample.
A wonderful selection of Wall Paper, Linoleum and Window Shades.

The POEPPELMEIER Co.
412-414-416-418 Wayne Ave.
DAYTON, OHIO

The Witte Tegenkamp Co.
Dealers in

Prayer Books, Religious Articles, Pictures
Importers of Vestments, Laces, Banners, Chalices,
Ostensoria, Ete. Candles, Sanctuary Oil, Incense,
Charcoal, Tapers, Etc. Mission Supplies.
e-

113 S. Ludlow St.

DAYTON, OHIO

POULTRY

Sifferman’s
45 South Jefferson Street
DAYTON, OHIO

Shop Supplies
Micrometers,

Screw Plates, Steel

Tapes, Ivory Rules, Tool Chests,
Hand Drills, Braces, Vises, Squares.

Everything in Tools, Machinery,

The Patterson Tool & Supply Co,
Both Phones

123-125 East Third Street

Buckeye
Barbers Supply Co.
Is the place to buy Razors, Strops.
Hair Tonic, Toilet
Waters, Perfumes
Pocket Knives, Shears, Hair Brushes
Combs, Ete.
CLARENCE S. WIGGIM

No. 214 East Third Stree
Opp. Public Library

The HOMESTEAD

Phone Garfield 578

Archie Sherer
Successor to

SHERER-DAUM CO.

LOAN & SAVINGS ASS’N
“Service Always”

“Safety First”

ASSETS $3,500,000.00

Office Furniture

Safes, Steel Shelving

6

Lockers
340 South Main St.

% DIVIDENDS
O

ON SAVINGS
RESERVE FUND $185,000.00

Dayton, Ohio

“Save by Mail’—We solicit your inquiry

The Beringer
Printing Company
For Better

PRINTING
124 East Third Street
Fourth Floor

ELLIS J. FINKE, Ass’t Secretary

O. F. DAVISSON, Secretary

New Location—21 EAST THIRD STREET—DAYTON, OHIO
ALOIS MAYER

C. O. ENGLER

Dayton Monument Co.
OFFICE: 1072 BROWN STREET
WORKS: ALBERTA STREET AT C.L. & N. RAILROAD

Garfield 501
Office Phone—Garfield 4138

Printing
The
Giele
&Pflaum Co.

Eat Laurel Crackers and Cakes
There is a LAUREL cracker and cake for
every occasion.

“They are wholesome, ap-

petising and delicious.

THE DAYTON BISCUIT COMPANY

124 EAST THIRD STREET
Fifth Floor

DAYTON, OHIO
The Taste Tells the Tale

Hib) PAEF

ASK FOR

A. W. PAGENSTECHER

Paff &
Pagenstecher

OLT’S
FILTERED, PASTEURIZED

MILK and CREAM
BUTTERMILK, BUTTER and COTTAGE CHEESE
At All Grocers

Importers and Jobbers of

China, Glass and
Kitchen Ware
Always the best and newest

OLT’S SODAS
Made with
POLAR DISTILLED WATER

Pilsener and

for the price
Our Specialty Practical Dinner Ware

Wurzburger Beverages

Phone Garfield 849

24 McGEE STREET
East 1045
115 S. Jefferson Street

DAYTON, OHIO

Yee

Phones——East 1046
4

Showing the new

ee - 2-0-2
@

What we do claim
:

Collegian Styles

We don’t claim to make the most pictures, nor to

IN SUITS

be the only photographer, but we do claim that
our work stands in the front line and that our
patrons are well pleased with the results.

While they’re new.

Don GWAlallace Studio
137 South Main Street
°

$25
Main 940

:

$30

$35

Lauber Clothing Co.
8

15 East Third Street

A. C. Giambrone
BA K E R : S

HARDWARE STORE

WHOLESALE

oe

Bell Phone East 2472

South-West Corner Fifth and Jackson Street

Main 836—Telephones—Home 2336

PARK YOUR HEAD UNDER A

112 COMMERCIAL STREET

South End

Pharmacy

DRUGS

Cody’s Town Talk Hat

a.

Dayton’s Only Exclusive Hatter

FILMS

5 and 7 Arcade, Third St.

We serve the University of Dayton with high grade

CREAM
ICE
and the best quality of Sherbets

Let us serve you also.

Give usa ring

Call East 110—Anytime

CorRNER BROWN AND WOODLAND AvE.

is tee hia

Home 4839

:
Albert Pretzinger

Edw. P. Musselman
ARCHITECTS
1125-28, 1138-39 Reibold Building
DAYTON, OHIO

Bernhard Bros.
Blends Gunn”
Roasters of High-Grade Coffees.
Jobbers of Teas and Spices. You
cannot afford to pass us by when
in the market. Ask your grocer.

519 Valley Street

DAYTON, OHIO

BERNHARD BROS.

Pine and Marshall Sts, Dayton, Obie

HARRY ROTT
YES—There is a big difference in MEATS
INSIST ON THE QUALITY PRODUCTS

THE WM. FOCKE’S SONS CO,
BEST BY TEST

Kettle Rendered Lard, Beef
Veal and Hotel Cuts,. High
Grade Sausages, Mild-Cured
Hams and Bacon.

BOTH PHONES

East Springfield Street
PACKING HousE

BRANCH

The Ohio

Cooper Agency Co.

Insurance
3rd Floor Realty Bldg.

WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE

1004-1006 E. Fifth St.

WITH

SMITH BROTHERS

1a
Repaired
Shoe —
need not be a clumsy,

Studio of Fine portraiture

clumpy affair.

OUR NEW STUDIO IS ONE OF
THE BEST APPOINTED IN OHIO

If a shoe is repaired
16 EAsT FouRTH STREET

DAYTON, OHIO

Bell Main 5536

Home Phone 454C

ALBERT A. VAUBEL

correctly it will have
the good lines of a new
shoe combined with
the comfort of an old
one.

Furnaces
SLATE, IRON, TIN and COMPOSITION ROOFING
REPAIRS FOR ALL MAKES OF FURNACES
SPOUTING and SHEET METAL WORK

rectly, promptly and
at moderate price.

Repairing of All Kinds a Specialty
242 Oak Street

We repair shoes cor-

¢€

Dayton, Ohio

“THE LUCKY DOG KIND” OF

Sporting Goods
Pleases the Athletes at the University

of Dayton.

No better Goods Made.
Send for Catalog

The Draper-Maynard Co.
®

PLYMOUTH, N. H.

Sach’s
Shoe Hospital
109 South Jefferson Street
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
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Medication
By T. Gable Fleming
The Catholic Church has always realized the necessity of
education. Regardless of the attacks brought against her by her
many unreasonable enemies, particularly in matters of material
science, she has undertaken, from the beginning, to educate those
in her ranks.

The education is not limited to her precepts but
embraces all branches of knowledge. One of the most eminent
princes of the Church, Cardinal Newman, has with his own per-

sonal scholarly ability compared the relation of comprehensive
knowledge to the teachings of the Church. It is a foregone fact
that reason and revelation can never contradict. Because reason
cannot fathom the mysteries does not allow a denunciation.
Realizing the truth in these matters and their many deductions the Church has mustered her armies who have devoted
their lives to education. Nowhere is the importance of Christian
Education so emphasized as in America. Today, the stream of
public opinion is being swollen and polluted by many rivulets
of prejudice, ignorance and disregard of truth. A young man
going forth alone into the world is rudderless and powerless
when cast upon this stream.

But today, to protect, to safeguard

and to guide the individual, to mould and determine society, our

Christian Educators have devoted their lives. The bare statement that they have made sacrifices and are willing to continue
to make them, even the greatest sacrifice if necessary, carries
with it none of the pictures of the poignant facts of disappointments and discouraging reverses in the sacrifice. Through all,
these men have carried the torch of knowledge, never allowing
gusts of public opinion to cause a flicker. Its light has pierced
the gloom of doubt and has been a guide to all who struggle in
the drakness.

°

°

e

For these men who have so unselfishly given their all, we
breathe a prayer of thanksgiving and pledge our support to aid
them in the realization of their fondest dreams.
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Curricular Origins
3y Raymond Caulfield
UR great modern universities owe their origin and foundation to the Middle Ages.
In an effort to discover just what conditions existed in the early university, we must learn,
what subjects were studied and just how far advanced were those subjects in comparison to the
studies treated in modern universities.
There is a mistaken idea in modern education to
the effect that the medieval university was engaged
in mere metaphysical speculation and had no solid
basis for such thinking. This idea is gradually being overcome in late years, due to a closer study
of the age and the discovery of the facts, that many
problems which occupied the medieval mind are
yet puzzling the modern mind, also that many
things taught in those days are just at present being proven correct, for example, St. Thomas
Aquinas taught the theory of the indestructibility
of matter, when he laid down the conclusion, that

“Nothing at all will ever be reduced to nothingness.” Yet it has only ben in late years that this
theory has been proven correct in a practical way.
Another question which puzzled the intellect of the
Middle Age regarding the composition of matter,
is still puzzling the modern mind, for modern theories, such as the atomic and ionic theories leave some-

thing to be explained and are not to be considered
as absolute. One modern theory on this subject
voiced by Sir Oliver Lodge that there is an underlying sub-statum common to all elements, they
being different only in their form is the theory of
the Scholastic philosophers, who formulated it six
centuries ago in their conclusion of first matter and
substantial form. ‘This theory offers the best conclusion so far known, on the composition of matter.

It will be surprising to know that Roger Bacon,
an eminent scientist, of the thirteenth century, made
such startling predictions that high explosives will
some day come under the control of man so that he
may use them to convey him both on land and water
without any other power. Since the comparatively
modern inventions of the motor boat and automobile, this prophecy made so many years ago seems
nothing short of super-human. In many other fields
of knowledge did the founders of the universities
progress, and as these men were teachers in the
universities, it is easy to understand the high order of learning of that early day. The theories in
logic formed at the early universities, “has given to
modern languages, the precision and analytical subtlety they possess.”
Besides St. Thomas and Roger Bacon other great
teachers were such men as Albertus Magnus, Duns
Scotus, Alexander of Hales and Raymond of Lully.
These men were closely connected with the universities of Oxford, Paris and the Italian schools.
Thus we have a short summary of some of the
things that were studied and the names of the
learned men who formulated the theories. We
might consider here, the modern trend in education
to depart from the standards laid down in the first
universities.

Where the students of that day be-

came acquainted with a general knowledge of the
arts before entering upon any field of specialization,
such as in law or medicine, today the desire for dollars seems to have conquered the desire for culture,
because at the present time students plunge into

technical studies and the work of the professions
without any preparation, other than a high school
education. It must not be presumed from this that
there were no schools for specialization, because the

8
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law school of Bologna and the medical school of
Salerum were two of the greatest universities of
the Middle Ages.
The idea of post-graduate work is not of modern
conception for the universities of the Middle Ages
engaged in it much more than the schools of today.
We pride ourselves on our present system of education and the value of a university 1s measured by
the number of volumes written by graduates of that
university. In the early university, the volumes of
post-graduate work are numbered by the hundreds.
The original research of that early period is a revelation to-those who are accustomed to thinking of
the Middle Ages as the dark ages, and many of the
theories written in the books of the professors of
that day are still being taught at the modern universities and colleges. It was at this time that our

modern jurisprudence as well as our systems of
teaching law had their foundations, and the universities were the most active factors in laying these
foundations. The men who did so much for legal
origins were men who engaged in post-graduate
work. Most of the great advances in surgery and
medicine at this time were due to men who searched
and investigated for themselves and not along lines
laid down by any master. It would be impossible
to enumerate the valuable accomplishment of the
graduate students and professors in this short article, suffice to say that the course of studies followed
at that time has been the foundation of the curricu-

lum of modern times. Those early beginnings have
merely been enlarged upon down through the ages
to the present day.
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Women of [wo Centuries
By Theodore D. Walsh
tenes

the women of today with the

women of the thirteenth century about
which Dr. James J. Walsh expounds in

his work “The Thirteenth the Greatest of Centuries” is an almost impossible task, because the famous women of that bygone age were saints while
today, living as we are in a materialistic age, the
tendency is towards materialism. ‘The best we can
offer is a contrast between them along their various lines of endeavor.
Let us first discuss the women of the thirteenth
century of which there are three outstanding figures.
St. Clare of Assisi, a girl of noble family, who after
hearing St. Francis preach was imbibed with the
spirit of simplicity and poverty, left her home and
family to follow in the footsteps of the saint. Later
on she founded the order of the Poor Clares.
Next is St. Elizabeth of Hungary, of whom the
world knows some pretty legends, while the serious .
historian recognizes that she was the first settlement worker of history. She even gave the poor
suffering people her own clothes. She is recognized
as one of the world’s most beautiful characters and

is known throughout Germany as “Dear St. Elizabeth.”
Blanche, the daughter of the King of Castile and

mother of Louis IX of France, is the third prominent feminine figure of this age. It was Blanche
who ruled France, as regent, when her son was still
a minor, and, after he became of age and went to

We find women in the various fields, religion,
music, drama, literature, social work and_ politics.
Maybe if these women had lived in the thirteenth
century they would have gone down in history and
again maybe not. We must take into consideration
the modern ways and means of publicity.

Saint Theresa, the Little Flower of Jesus, although she died in the bloom of youth, has already
carved for herself a niche in the annals of time. At
least in the history of the Catholic Church.
In the field of Music we find Shumann-Heink
who is internationally known in the world of grand
opera. For years she has been before the public
eye and this alone acknowledges her greatness in
her chosen profession. She is the mother of a large
family to which she gives a large portion of her
time.
On the spoken stage we have as representative
that great Shakespearian actress Julia Marlowe
who will be remembered for years to come, along
with Southern, for her portrayals of dramatic art,
in which field we may safely say she reigns supreme. Now in motion pictures I chose Mary Pickford, “America’s Sweetheart.” She is the exponent
of cleaner and better pictures, the plots of which
generally deal with typical American life. She,
also, is well known the world over.
Mary Roberts Reinhart and Fannie Hurst are
known by their literary efforts. Possibly they write
for monetary value or possibly because they desire
to express themselves in this manner. I will not
attempt to say. But the fact remains that from unknown women they have risen to the heights of
recognition through the medium of their works.

the Crusades, she continued to rule, showering upon
the French people, her love, goodness and charity.
To her is attributed the statementsthat she “would
rather see her boy dead at her feet, than to have
him commit a mortal offense against God or his
neighbor.”
Each of the above mentioned women were from
noble families, as were some others of this century
whose names are mentioned in Dr. Walsh’s work,
but the greatness of the women of this age may be
summed up in the three already mentioned. Here
we have a combination of saints, rulers and social
workers.
Now let us turn to our own age and see who
among the feminine sex are at least nationally and
internationally known today. We may remember

great things.
Women have dabbled in politics the world over
although, formerly they have not attained as much
recognition as they do now. Jannette Rankin, the

any number of names of whom I have chosen the

first United States Congresswoman, whose home is

following ten as a representative group of modern

Montana, started out in a small way, and pulled
herself up the rungs of the political ladder until she
reached her goal. She had executive ability and

women.

Who can tell whether any of these names

will go down in history?

But be that as it may.

Florence Nightengale and Jane Adams of Hull
House, Chicago. Untold millions bless these names.
Florence Nightengale was the founder of the incalculable beneficial institution; the Red Cross.

We

know of the great work which was accomplished
by this organization in the last war. Jane Adams
has been associated with settlement work in Chi-

cago for a number of years and has accomplished

1
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could not be kept down. Then we have “Ma” Ferguson of Texas, who took over the governmental
reins of the Lone Star state and, even though many
have opposed her at every turn, she has proceeded
to make good.

As I stated before, possibly the readers will not
agree with my choice of representatives but nevertheless the women of today play a much more
prominent part in the affairs of the nation taken
as a whole than they ever have in any other period
of history.

Rarest May
By J. F. Will
Oh May,
Rarest May!
With your trickling brooks
And shady nooks;
Your flowering wood
And sunny mood;
With your sweet song
And evening long;
Your delightful ecstasy
;
How we welcome thee!

‘
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“Libraries and Bookmen
OF THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY
By Louis R. Mahrt
r

AN HE lending of books in the thirteenth century was considered a religious duty, and
was even formally declared a work of
mercy by a diocesan council held in Paris in the
year 1212. Particularly prominent in this work of
circulating books .were the Cathedral Chapter of
Notre Dame at Paris and the Abbey of St. Victor.

Although the libraries of that time were not voluminous, they made up in quality what they lacked
in quantity for today these books remain among the
most precious bibliographic treasures of great state
and city libraries. It is not merely age that enhances the value of these as treasured works of art
but the exquisite workmanship that went into their
making. In the words of Walsh the missals, office
and prayer books are among “the best examples of

bookmaking the world has ever seen.” Every effort
was bent to making the books of that period proportionately beautiful with the cathedrals, chapels,
the ceremonical implements and vestments of that
glorious period.
The rules of management enforced in the libraries
are interesting. According to the constitution of

the Abbey of St. Victor of Paris, the librarian was
required to know the contents of every volume in
the library in order that he be able to direct readers,
save their time and to prevent all unnecessary handling of books.
In France books were loaned only when a deposit
corresponding to the value of the book was made
by the borrower. Another regulation, no doubt
one that many present day librarians would like to
enforce, placed a fine on the failure to close large
volumes, and upon the failure to close doors. Even
the librarian himself did not escape censure, he was
fined if he permitted strangers to enter the library
alone. His duty required that he arrange the books
in such a manner as to facilitate reference, to have
them in his possession at least three times a year,

to preserve them from injury, and to take the name,

title of book and a pledge from the borrower.

ously searching for books not found at La St. Chapelle and having them copied. His intimate friendship with Robert of Sorbonne, St. Thomas of Aquin,
with St. Bonaventure and Vincent of Beauvais,
aided him greatly in choosing books to complete
his library.
At the Universities it was traditional that the
professors bequeath to the university library, whatever books they had collected. This custom made
the Sorbonne library one of the very best in Europe.
This generous spirit of collecting and lending
evinced by the eminent men of the day, who opened
their libraries not only to professors and students,
but to all interested in literature and letters, makes
us realize their enthusiasm and love for books and

their noble efforts to make the acquisition of knowledge easier for their own and succeeding generations.
To augment the number of books and to replace
those worn by handling, each abbey had its scriptorum where young monks were required to spend
certain hours of each day in transcription. The
Benedictines, the Mendicants, the Dominicans and
the Franciscans although limited by voluntary poverty, applied the zeal and enthusiasm of their young
members to copying books and preserving manuscripts.
Walsh quotes a famous passage from Richard de
Bury’s Philobiblon expressing the thought of the
writer that most other interests in life were only
temptations to draw men away from books. ‘The
complaint of books read, “Yet in these evil times
we are cast out of our place in the inner chamber,
turned out of doors, and our place taken by dogs,
birds and the two-legged beast called woman. But
that beast has always been our rival, and when she
spies us in a corner, with no better protection than
the web of a dead spider, she drags us out with a
frown and violent speech, laughing us to scorn as
useless, and soon counsels us to be changed into
costly head-gear, fine linen, silk and scarlet double

dyed, dresses and divers trimmings, linens and

The manner of accumulating books in the thirteenth century was very similar to that by which
University and great city libraries of the present
day are nurtured. Louis IX founded the famous
library of Lt St. Chapelle. His numerous gifts during his life to this library made it the most valuable

jaundice. Some of us are gouty, witness our twisted

collection in Paris.

extremities.

*Reference:

On his travels he was continu-

woolens. And so we are turned out of our homes,
our coats are torn from our’backs, our backs and
sides ache, we lie about disabled, our natural white-

ness turns to yellow—without doubt we have the
Our bellies are griped and wrenched

“The Thirteenth Greatest of Centuries,” by James J. Walsh, Catholic Sumimer School Pres. 1913.
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and are consumed by worms; on each side the dirt
cleaves to us, nobody binds our wounds, we lie
ragged and weep in dark corners, or meet with Job
upon a dunghill, or as seems hardly fit to be said,
we are hidden in abysses of the sewers. We are
sold also like slaves, and lie as unredeemed pledges
in taverns. We are thrust into cruel butteries, to
be cut up like sheep and cattle; committed to Jews,
Saracens, heretics and Pagans, whom we always
dread as the plague, and by whom some of our forefathers are known to have ben poisoned.”
Although the work of transcribing was exacting
and slow, great pains were taken to give the books

Beasts which is kept in the Ashmoleam Museum at
Oxford.
Let the authority of Walsh himself, stand as our
defense in the conclusion that might be taken by
some ultra-modernists as a rebuff. “There is perhaps nothing more amusing in the attitude of modern generations with regard to the Middle Ages,
than the assumption that all the methods of education and of the distribution of knowledge worth
while talking about, are the inventions of comparatively modern times. The fact that libraries were
also a creation of that time and that most of the
regulations which are supposed to be the first fruit

an artistic and beautiful finish and binding.

The

of quite recent science in the circulation of books

art of illumination in the books of the century are
particularly noteworthy and make the books worthy
of the great period and the artistic contributions
of the age.
Attention to detail and persistent effort made each
volume a masterpiece of art in itself.
Among the most precious treasuries that remain
from the century are three kept in Paris and once

had been adopted by these earlier generations, is
commonly ignored utterly, though it is a precious
bit of knowledge that cannot help but increase our
sympathy with those bookmen of the olden times,
who thought so much of their books, yet wished to
share the privilege of their use with all those who
would employ them properly, and who, in their
great practical way succeeded in working out the
scheme by which many people could have the opportunity of consulting treasures they thought so
much of, without risk of their loss or destruction,
even though use might bring some deterioration of
their value.

belonging to St. Louis himself; the Hours or Office
Book; his Psalter and his Prayer Book which he
had made for his mother the famous Queen Blanche
of Castile. Another is the Bestiarum or Book of
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St. Thomas of Aquin
By T. Gable Fleming
T the end of the thirteenth century matters
religious, social and political were hardly
discernible from the roots from which they
had evolved. It is not fair to say that they evolved;
neither is it. fair to say that they sprang full grown.
However, the conditions of the thirteenth century
were simply reactions to the mighty intellectual onslaught carried on by the eminent intellectuals of
the beginning of the most intelligent era in history.
Solomon, who in his youth had astonished the world
for his wisdom, in his old age worshipped idols.
Some historians pronounce the most dire judgments
upon the leaders of this century for their method of
perusing and presenting the truth to the world.
They point with self-certainty to the reaction of the
fourteenth century. Catholic historians and Protestants who are fair-minded have many times over
vindicated the truth. The matters of truth were
not to be held erroneous because men of the later
day refused to accept them. The blunt truth had in
its first instance denied the upper class of its personal liberty of the flesh and naturally as the proletariats, having gained freedom and liberty, ascended
the social ladder the truth by which they had gained
their independence threatened their newly acquired
position. They did not, as a body deny the validity
of the truth, but refused to will its application. As
a result they questioned the advisability of it being
heralded before constituents of institutions of learning.
In the beginning of the thirteenth century the
foundation was laid that was in later centuries to
be revived and form the nucleus of education in the
truth. Clouds of intellectual doubt had dimmed the
horizon of this century. From a noble family came
a youth of intellectual capacity that was to dispell
the gloom and darkness and who was to give to the
world written word that was to be perpetuated and
A

proclaimed the foundation of Catholic education by
one of Christ’s representatives some centuries lat-

ter.

St. Thomas of Aquinas is undoubtedly, and

this need not be said as many of worthy note have
taught and many realize, the greatest intellect in
the world.
Aquina’s early education was received at the famous monastery of Monte Cassino in Southern Italy,
where all serious-minded students from all over
Europe assembled for study. At the age of seventeen Thomas decided to enter the Dominican order.
His family, related to many royal families of Europe, attempted to induce him to cast aside his decision but St. Thomas determined in his vocation
carried on. His ambition was to teach. Later in
life when Clement IV offered St. Thomas the Archbishopric of Naples he refused because of his early
decision to teach. After his refusal of this ecclesiastical offer the greatest work of his life, Summa
Theologica was written which, had he accepted the
bishopric, would probably never have been written.
The zenith of praise and appreciation was heralded by Pope Leo XIII when he proclaimed Thomistic philosophy to be the official philosophy of the
Catholic faith. In recent years scholars in the ranks
of the Church of Rome have revived the teachings
and doctrines of this eminent doctor and today the
tendency has become established.

In a minute study of St. Thomas the diligent person will find persuasive arguments that will counteract the insidious teachings that once again are
attempting to undermine and cast aside the truth
accepted in centuries gone by. In St. Thomas will
Catholic educators find a model and a guide that
will bid fair to carry the standard of Catholicism
into the remotest part of the world and once established, to defend the faith against any attack that

might be made upon it.
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Modern Fallicies of Civilization
By Francis EK. G. Moyer
T this age of much action and little thought,
there have arisen many varieties of fads and
fancies. ‘These fads are not restricted to any
one field of endeavor but are found in every line of
human interest. In the field of education there has
grown a cult of short-sighted utilitarianism, which
places emphasis on the so-called practical things, so
that we are overburdened with “specialists.” When
things go wrong in the world, the responsibility
will be found usually to rest on the shoulders of the
practical men. As Chesterton has pointed out in
his noteworthy work, “What’s Wrong with the
World?” when things do go wrong, we need a theorist, a dreamer, to set them right again. Another
fad in education is the doctrine of organized play
for children. Now it must be evident that organized play is not play at all. If a person stands over
me with a whip and says: “Now you play’’—that

an opinion, lies in the preservation of property
rights, a legal and gradual redistribution of wealth,
and the subordination of the state to the family and
individual.
The second phase of the fallacy is the timeworn
problem of prohibition. In order to clarify matters
I will say that I am unalterably opposed to the law.
I see in it dangerous potentialities. I see in it further restrictions of personal liberty. I see in it encroachments upon religious freedom,—this has already been attempted, it will be attempted again.

isn’t play—it’s a modified form of slavery.
Other fallacies are found in the field of religion.

wrong. That explains why Prohibition is a failure.

About the wildest of these is the delusion that religion can exist without dogma. We might just as
well say that a man can exist without a heart. Take
dogma away from religion and what remains is not
visible. An illusion allied to this one is that which
attempts to teach morals without religion. Some
time ago a weekly periodical conducted a campaign,
the purpose of which was to construct a so-called
non-sectarian code of morals for use in the public
schools. ‘The idea was basically wanting in sense.
At the risk of tiring with a platitude I can only say
that morals without religion are impossible. Religion furnishes the motive and reason for right conduct.
A particularly pernicious fallacy is that which
might have this title, “A wrong to right a wrong.”
There are three phases of this which exemplify very
well the point I wish to make. The first concerns
socialism or communism. Socialism cannot be condemned altogether. It recognizes that crying evils
exist in the social order. It knows that there must
be a redistribution of wealth. It knows that we are

governed not by democracies, not by monarchies,
but by plutocracies. But what is the remedy socailism offers?

It is the destruction of private prop-

erty rights and the apotheosis of the state.

‘This

But the principal fallacy of Prohibition is this: that
it forbids entirely the use of something which is not
in itself wrong. If the principle of Prohibition were
carried out to its logical end, even food would be

prohibited.

Food is not in itself bad but its over-

use is. The same applies to fermented beverages.
Prohibition is, then, a wrong intended to right a
The third phase of the fallacy might be termed
the “intolerance of tolerance.” ‘There are certain

people known as fanatics who entertain very decided opinions on certain matters and refuse to see
any good in those who disagree with them. Their
particular bias of mind is called intolerance. To
offset this there has arisen an extreme type of tolerance. This kind of tolerance tolerates everythig
and everybody except those who have the audacity
to have definite belief in certain fundamental things.
This type of tolerance is very prevalent today. This
sort of tolerance is the wrong that would right the
wrong of intolerance. The reasonable type of tolerance is that which, while holding fast to what it
knows or believes to be true, respects the contrary
beliefs of others.
I have here, then, outlined briefly a very few of
the modern fallacies. And upon even a casual inspection they will be found to be fallacies not so
much because they are wrong in themselves, but
rather because they attempt to do something right
in the wrong way, or carry a theory too far. Other
fallacies might be mentioned. Such are attempts

to abolish war and establish peace while the very
principles which would obtain and insure such
blessings are disregarded or derided. Closely asso-

ciated with this is the rejection of the teachings of

is the wrong that would right the wrong of un-

Christianity in the conduct of public affairs.

equal distribution of wealth and resources. The
real remedy of course, if I may presume to express

we have a growing spirit of skepticism concerning

Then

supernatural and transcendent realities, while wild
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theories pertaining to natural phenomena are served
up to the credulous public which imbibes all that is
offered with an amazing and even pitiable degree
of gullibility. Again, we view the laxity of justice
in the law courts. Violators of merely penal laws
are burdened with heavy sentences, while those who
have contemptuously disregarded every tenet of the
moral order are permitted to escape with inadequate or no punishment at all. The murderer is
overwhelmed with flowers and messages of con-

As I hinted at the beginning, the growth and
prevalence of these fallacies is largely due to the
present mode of thinking, or rather lack of thinking. Let me make a plea, then, for more intensive
and more individual thinking. I know of only one
infallible authority in the world, and even the field
of that authority is limited. Let us then examine
every statement that is made, every theory that is
advanced, every policy that is advocated. Let us

dolence; his victim is hurried off to the tomb as if

while. we deafen ourselves to the verbal outporings
of special pleaders.

he were the criminal.

The list of modern fallacies

scrutinize them, I say, in the cold light of reason,

could be extended indefinitely.

Love Leads to Good
By Raymond Caulfield
Welcome the Love that leads to Good,
For men aspire, to deeds involved in a haze.
And tread on ground where before they ne’er
had stood,

Beneath her artful guiding gaze.

Only he who turns love to selfish ends
To satisfy, not others, but himself,

Will receive the hand that breaks and bends
To kill his march toward fame and pelf.
For the one who falls a victim to desires

And lives a reeking wreck upon his stormy sea,
Others rise to conquer greater fires
And cast a gleam of glory o’er the lea.
Seek, not then to destroy, lest your zeal

For it entwined in life’s quagmires,
Cause a wound too deep to heal.
And with it destroy that which inspires.
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Abraham Lincoln the Emancipator
By William P. Keane
“Tincoln’s proudest monument shall be,
The broken fetters of the slaves.”

—Bryant.
HEN the conflict between Freedom and
Slavery in this nation was approaching
its cricis in the struggle for the possession of the Nebraska Territory, a new and singular
figure appeared at the front of political strife in the

man who pronounced the severest judgment
slavery ever put in words, “If slavery is not
then nothing is wrong. I never thought
otherwise.”
Although he hated slavery Lincoln was

West, moved to the head of events, passed across

Abolitionist, for the Abolitionists were cranks who

the world’s stage and in the short space of seven
years had vanished from the sight of man. Within
such narrow bounds of time liés a career the like of
which is not to be found in history. In the elements
of wonder and marvel, the story of Abraham Lincoln’s life and death is without parallel or example.
From the mean cabin in the Kentucky woods to the
final peak of transfiguration, it moves in the successive acts of a great tragic drama, reaching its climax

hated the Constitution and the Union as well as

W

in one of the greatest of human achievements, the

liberation of the slaves.
In the scant half century since his death Abraham

Lincoln has engrossed more of the world’s attention than any other histeric personage. Untiring
research has tracked him from the cradle to the
tomb. ‘The remotest spot trodden by his foot is
explored, the last living relative, friends or acquaintance examined for any word or look of the
great man. Every act of his life is studied, every
line of his written or spoken works put under review, the last fragment of his correspondence or
memoranda is drawn from its hiding place, every

against
wrong,
or felt
not an

Slavery. Because the Government recognized the
existence of slavery and protected it, these bigots
denounced it as a league with the devil, and a covenant of hell. Despairing of the abolition of involuntary servitude within the Union, they loudly advocated disunion and the absolute separation of the
North from the South. Lincoln, on the other hand,
felt a deep passion for the Union, and it was his
faith that the principles of liberty and equality, on
which it was founded, would surely lead in the end
to the gradual emancipation of the slaves. He knew
the nation could not permanently remain half free
and half slave, that it would become either one thing
or the other, and that under the inspiration of the
Declaration of Independence, and the democratic
institutions of the Republic, freedom would triumph. He was for the Union above all, and he felt
that if it were lost the surest guarantee of freedom
for white men as well as black would be lost.
If he had permitted the Civil War to become at
once a fight against slavery rather than a struggle

trait of his character, every mood of his mind, every

for the life of the Union, he would have driven from

feature or expression of his face, his figure his pose,

his side the slave states on the border, and a major-

his movement, is painted, printed and eagerly read,

ity of the people of the free states in the North as

his biographers are now becoming subjects of biography, and the Lincoln literature overflows the li-

tion to events, than was ever known by his closest

well. Moreover, he believed he had no right under
his oath of office to destroy slavery except as a
measure to save the Union. A President in time of
peace could not free the slaves any more than he
could enter a man’s house and take what belonged

friends when he was alive. His hitherto secret per-

to another.

sonal opinions on various subjects are now bared to

in-Chief of the army engaged in open warfare could
he free the negroes, just as he could kill, burn, or

braries of the nation. The materials now assembled
tell us vastly more about Lincoln and his true rela-

tke people. When perusing his life the plain American citizen finds greatest consolation and loftiest

inspiration when considering Lincoln’s view of
slavery.
“T hate slavery,” is expressing the Emancipators
?

mind in his own language.. These are forceful
words when uttered by a man who was slow to
censure, and not a man of hate. It was this same
*Prize in Lincoln Contest conducted by Illinois Watch Co.

Not as President, but as Commander-

confiscate whenever and wherever he thought he
could hurt the enemy and aid his own cause.
In resisting the rash counsels of the radicals Lincoln showed a courage equal to his wisdom.

He

must seem to ignore the moral sentiment of the
civilized world which was outraged by the institu-

tion of slavery in a free country, and appear indif-

William Keane is a Prep school student.
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ferent to a cause which he had espoused in his

youth.

He could not fail to see however that free-

dom was on its way.

No man could stop it, and it

only neededa little encouragement. The South has
made war to perpetuate slavery, and as sure as the
South lost, slavery would perish.

The climax of the Civil War was reached on January 1, 1863. It was on that memorable day that
Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation,
which forever freed the negroes. This proved the
greatest stimulant for the Union, and at the same
time immortalized our President in the eyes of the
civilized world. From that day on a Northern victory was inevitable. Foreign powers ceased to aid
the Southern cause and it was only a matter of time
until they would be forced to surrender.
Not content to make free men of the negroes,
Lincoln at once began work to put them on equal
footing with the whites. In a speech given in 1863
he said, “If the negro is a'man, is it not a total de-

struction of self-government to say that he shall not
govern himself? When the white man governs
himself that is self-government, but when he governs himself and another man as well, that is more

than self-government—that is despotism.

If the
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negro is a man then my ancient faith teaches me
be no more right in one man governing another
that all men are created equal, and that there can
than in enslaving him. No man is good enough to
govern another man without the other’s consent.
By allowing all the governed an equal voice in the
nation we have self-government, then and only
then.
There have been benefactors to mankind in all
ages, but, none outshine and few approach our beloved President. He will ever be remembered as
the liberator of the slave and the successful ruler
of a mighty people. Dignified, magnanimous, patient, considerate, manly, true, with malice towards

none and with charity fo rall, his fame in the words
of the great General Grant, “will ever grow brighter
as time passes and his great work is better under-

stood.” As Washington is the father of his country, so Lincoln stands for the Brotherhood of the
Ameriacn people. He passed through all classes
and castes of society, but belonged to none. ‘The
beast of power and class distinction melt away in
the presence
“* * * of this princes’ peer,

This rail splitter, a true born king of men.”

1s
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Motherhood in American Democracy
ORATION
By Joseph Park

ROM time immemorial the glorious institution of motherhood has ever been an important factor in molding the society of the
world, whether it be of the civilized people of the
Occident or of the Orient.
Motherhood has ever and always will be the symbol of sacrifice and love. It is the foundation of
good society upon which the peace and progress of
the world lies. Woman has in her hands the destiny of the world. Humanity lies in the hollow of
F

her hands because by her, that God-given gift of

motherhood shall prosper and carry on the laws ot

sacrifice and toil? If they are ol, and wrinkled,
every mothers’ son of us have made them so. What
sorrow and heartbreak they bear, were inflicted by
us. We cannot ever repay all that mothers have
done for us, but we can in a measure try to repay
by at least treating them with respect and reverence.
“Mother, Mother,’—what soothing music does
that very word impart to our heartaches in this
mortal world, where it is ever a struggle and a “survival of the fittest.”
Mothers—American Mothers, Chinese Mothers,

God, nature and society.

Indian

It is indeed a deplorable fact that in our so-called
enlightened twentieth century, women with all their
knowledge and enlightenmen are engaged in pursuing false happiness in their mad and fanatical chase
for the glitter and tinsel that is after all, glamor and
not gold. Womanhood strives to become a ruling
factor by engaging in politics, in national and international endeavors, but she fails to make use of that
most powerful and influential institution—motherhood—the life and soul of society and nations. In
a democracy so advanced as ours, Motherhood
should be a dominant factor in society, but it is
not. Democracy, is motherhood to be sacrificed on
the false altar of disillusionment and irreverence.
Is Motherhood to be the price of Democracy?
O tempora, O mores! that, let it be hoped, will

race, color or creed, but just the same—Mothers of
Humanity. They form the nucleus and the foundation of society and these daughters of Eve are all
united under the common bond of Motherhood.
Whose heart is so hardened that he cannot love
a mother? Love of mother is one of the highest
and purest form of love and the world loves a lover.
In whose eyes does not a hidden tear flow whenever thoughts of mother are stirred within their
hearts? Through the ages, mothers have sacrificed
and suffered in order that the masterpiece of God,
may be a living tribute of God’s goodness and
Omnipotence.
The weaker sex (that is the term applied to women) are the guiding hands of Humanity. Mother
makes us what we are. To her unselfish and untiring efforts we owe all.
“Ua mau ke ea oka aina ika pono?’, which when
translated from Hawaiian to English means, “The
life of the land is preserved by righteousness.” As
the moral life of society is preserved by right, so is
the very life of spiritual and human society perpetuated by motherhood.
America, oh America! Wake up from the “sleeping sickness” of lax morality and false standards
and rally to the cause of unselfish humanity! Arise,
and avert the fate that inevitably lies in the path
of the desecrator of home and family.
History will repeat itself. As Rome fell from her
greatness when her home life and reverence for
womanhood declined, so will Anrerica suffer like

never come to pass.

Under Democracy’s gloried banners, the Madonna and the Child, the symbol of the highest ideal,
is being displaced on the pedestal of human respect
and reverence by Venus de Milo—beautiful and
selfish.
Are the hands that rocked the cradle with that
“Mona Lisa” smile of motherly love and reverence
to become extinct? Are pale “drug store faces”
with artificial smiles to displace it? No, a thousand times, no. But in America today, motherhood
is no longer accorded its just respect. It is a common fact that the younger generation at present,

refer to their mothers as “this or that old lady.”
Friends, it is far better fitting that they who speak
with such disrespect should be “tarred and feath-

ered.”

‘This is strong language but does not the

punishment befit the crime?

What have mothers done to deserve this title of

disrespect?

Is that their reward after years of

Mothers,

Hawaiian

Mothers—different in

fate lest we hold on to the cornerstone of parental

love in our hearts and minds.
Yes, America is in a crisis (which is neither so-

cial nor political), the result of a moral struggle.
Her very life is in the balance, for today mother-
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hood is before the tribunal of disillusioned and dissatisfied women.
Will not womenhood choose wisely lest the fate
that befell Greece and Rome be ours? They will.
For the women of America, the daughters of Eve
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in the pride of its lusty youth, will spurn the creed
of race-suicide, of failure and demoralization. Women know that the future is theirs, if they preserve
the power of motherhood to grasp it, and enter into
the new century, rejoicing in the stuggle that they
have conquered.

Everybody’s Business
By F. D. Abena
NE of the objects of an oration is for the
()

speaker to tell something of importance to
the audience. If I had to talk about your
personal vocations you would be interested. In this
particular instance, if I spoke on how to win the
verdict of a jury and on other important law matters, the students of law would be pleased to hear.
If I discussed anatomy or physiology, the students
of medicine would likewise be glad to listen. But
my friends, | am not capable of treating these subjects and even if I were an authority on these matters, should I do so, I would be violating the rule
of propriety or unity which is not proper public
speaking. For this reason, I have chosen a subject which pertains to all. It does not matter
whether you are going to be a business man or a
laborer, a doctor or a bricklayer, a lawyer of a plasterer, each and every one of you is concerned in
your affairs with government, with society and
with God.
First, we all know that there are many forms of
government. ‘The two most common ones are monarchy and democracy. In a monarchy the powers
are in the hands of only one person, who is generally a king or an emperor. For more than three
hundred years the Philippine Islands had been under this type and Spain was the most despotic and

tyrannical nation on earth. That is a dangerous
form of government. In a democracy, the powers
are vested in the people. The citizens think for
themselves. As governments exist for the benefit
and welfare of mankind then I do not doubt that

democracy is the better type.

This was the idea

government of the people by the people and for the
people, shall not perish from the earth.” ‘This spirit
of democracy is slowly going around the world.
More than one hundred and fifty years ago, the thirteen colonies of this nation fought with their utmost
power and ability to protect individual rights and
to secure freedom. ‘The social unrest and instability of the European nations today is also due to
this cause. India wants her own government and
does not need Great Britain. Korea is also desirous of her independence but Japan prevents her
from attaining her ideal. China wants to be democratized and that is the chief cause of the civil
war of today in that ancient country. Finally, the
Philippine Islands, which had been struggling for
more than four hundred years for her freedom and
had many times declared her independence.
In a democracy of which the United States may
be a good example, unless the people think hon-

estly, democracy is a failure.

The Tea Pot Dome

affair, which became the every-day language of the
press, not only in this country but also all over the
world, is a good illustration of the failure of the
citizens in electing honest public men. A question
might be asked, what was the Tea Pot Dome? Perhaps it was one of the greatest scandals that ever
happened in an American form of government.
There is a law which provides that no private individual should profit from public property. Yet
certain public land or oil fields were leased to Mr.
Sinclair and he made millions of dollars, a violation of the law. It was not only the fault of the

officials themselves who leased the property but it

passionately expressed by one of the greatest men

was also the fault of the people.

of modern times, Abraham Lincoln.

He immortal-

mistaken in choosing the right, honest, capable and

ized it in his Gettysburg address by saying “that

efficient public servants. “Therefore do your duty

‘lhe voters were

0
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and fulfill your obligations with the utmost intelligence and honesty if you expect a democracy to
function properly so that you may enjoy the benefits of your rights and privileges.
Second is our relationship to society. Most of
the evils of humanity today would be eliminated if
we only adopt a principle that we should not get

any more than we rightfully deserved either in our
school work or in business. Nowadays, many a
schoolboy or a college man expects high monthly
grades without studying, thus cheating himself.
Some business men also are desirous of becoming
rich quickly by means of bootlegging and graft or

without rendering the necessary service.

‘They

think that success is measured in terms of dollars
and cents.

Is it not possible, ladies and gentlemen,

ible to have their names placed in the honor roll
“the list of the names of the immortals.”
Third, is our responsibility to God. ‘There are
many teachings of the Master but if we do not apply them to our everyday life, we shall fail. One of

God’s laws is “Love thy neighbor as thyself.”

If

we only lové our neighbors as we love ourselves
we would eliminate all misunderstandings against

one another.

The nations would likewise be re-

lieved of international disputes and conflicts and
the world in which we live would be safer and better. In this connection, ladies and gentlemen, I am
horrified to think of the recent World War. Does
any one of you here, ever stop to consider the vast
sum of property ruined? It was estimated to be
one hundred and eighty billion dollars? And think

to earn a good substantial livelihood in a lifetime

of the thousands of lives that were lost.

without being dishonest?

the pages of history and be reminded of the successful men of the past. Aristotle, Plato, Socrates,
Bacon, Emerson, Caesar, Grant, Moses, Pericles,
Washingtn, Lincoln, Roosevelt, Wilson, Franklin,
Edison, Milton, Shakespeare, Homer and many oth-

the soldiers who perished in the battlefields. They
were the most capable and efficient part of the race
and the very cream of humanity. ‘They could have
shouldered the burden of the world’s progress.
With-them hundreds of mothers and innocent children either died as victims of warfare or of starva-

ers rendered more service to humanity than they
were paid in terms of money. They were the molders of the destiny of the world. They released the

nation started a quarrel against another, then the
other nations joined until the whole human race

We have but to turn

tion.

Imagine

‘The cause of the war was so simple.

One

great natural resources of the earth for the use of

was involved.

mankind. ‘They had snatched individual rights and

the start and might have been put out but it became

freedom from the hands of despots and tyrants.
By their brains and brawns, they annihilated time

a conflagration that swept all over the world. Ladies
and gentleme, | am conscious that some of you in

and space.

the future will sit down around a table where community, state, national and international questions
are discussed and dear friends, I plead to every one
of you not to forget but to remember the commandments of God and the teachings of Jesus.

They gave.to the world vast railway

systems, overseas transportation, submarine cable

systems, the telephone, the telegraph, radio, electricity and countless modern conveniences. ‘These
men live through the ages—they cannot be forgotten—they are the immortals! Ladies and gentlemen, you have just as much right to demonstrate
your abilities as these makers of history. Yes, is
it not thrilling to think that some of you especially
the college students with their unlimited opportunities to become leaders of communities, are all elig-

It was just like a spark of a fire at

“Love thy neighbor as thyself,” I repeat. “Do unto
others as you would have them do unto you.” A
lawyer who was asking questions of temptations
from the Master; Jesus, our Lord replied, “Thou

shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and
with all thy soul, and with all thy strength, and with
all thy mind.”
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God’s Will

The recent challenge of Mr. Sinclair Lewis to Almighty God to

strike him dead, has caused much comment among

which, is an article by Arthur Brisbane, who writes
a daily column for the Hearst newspapers. Mr.
Brisbane relates a parable drawn from the existence
of one Mr. W. B. Storey, general manager of the
Santa Fe railroad, which in the course of its travel
covers over a hundred thousand rails. Between
these rails, says Mr. Brisbane, are millions of busy
ants, one of which pauses to remark: “They say
that a mysterious W. B. Storey runs this railroad,
but I know there is no such person. And just to
prove it, I defy him to strike me dead.” At the
end of ten minutes, concludes Mr. Brisbane, that
ant would feel just as proud as Mr. Sinclair Lewis.

The story is good, but fails by defect.’ In comparison with the Almighty, Mr. Sinclair Lewis is
less than a Santa Fe ant; for while Mr. W. B. Storey
cannot hear the challenge of the agnostic ant, whatever Mr. Lewis may say or think is known perfectly
to the Almighty. Mr. Brisbane might have gone
farther and stated that because this ant had issued
such a challenge, would Mr. Storey immediately
put everything else aside in order to chastise the
ant? We think not, to do so would be to take the
ant seriously. Why then should Almighty God
take Mr. Lewis seriously at his word? Mr. Lewis
cannot lay an obligation on the Almighty to act
along the lines prescribed by Mr. Lewis. In the
scheme of everlasting mercy there is room even
for Mr. Sinclair Lewis. We cannot tell what God
shall will.

But this we do know; that man cannot

stand against God and that He vindicates Himself
not according to standards set by imperfection, but
in the light of His own perfect knowledge.

are

Between the months of April and
June of every year, there are rosy
dreams of future greatness and wealth prevalent in
the minds of several thousand of the nations’
youths. These young men, finishing their education in the blaze of glory coincident with graduation from a hundred colleges and universities, paint
glowing pictures in their imaginations of the pathway of roses to be found outside the sheltered and
cloistered walls of the institutions whose sheepskins they are receiving in a short time.
Scarcely a one of them but has already mapped
Futures

out the plan of campaign that is to bring him renown or recognition in the particular field that he
has chosen for his life’s work.
But what becomes of these carefully nurtured
dreams after their first harsh contact with the chilling blasts of the indifference of a cynical world is
another story altogether. It can be safely said that
not one in a hundred of the youths that set forward
on life’s highway with such high hopes ever reach
even an approximate realization of their plans. The
rebuffs of the world destroy the hopes of some,
others reach that stage of cynical disillusionment
that is the complete destruction of ideals and still
others, by far the greatest majority settle into some
stolid rut from which they never stir until they are
called by that other commencement that means the
end of all earthly activities.
What is needed in the education of the youth of
today is less idealism and more of a practical instruction of the manner in which the visionary
ideals of academic are regarded by the mass of

humanity, and we will have fewer failures and horrible examples of general uselessness among the
college and university graduates.

Cie
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Criticizing the
College Student

<A college education is something
that is desired and sought after
by large numbers of our youths
in this nation. A higher education aids greatly in
preparing these members of the future generation
to face the difficulties of life.
A certain minority of youths attend college for

the express purpose of having a good time.

That

is they bat one hundred per cent on the social side
of university life. But for every tnember of this
minority there are nine hundred and_ ninety-nine

real students who are striving to build a_back-

ground for themselves upon which they may fall
back on when they leave the portals of their Alma
Mater.

It is very unfair then for the Blue Law exponents
and reformers to hold up to the public gaze one of
the minority and exploit his escapades as those of
the rest of the student body. Again, I say it is unfair to the greater majority of real students who
may be found in any college or university in
America.

oP,

Book Review
By Louis R. Mahrt

The Wondering Offering, by Marion Ames Taggart. New York, Benziger Bros., 1926..
35c. Per hundred, $31.50.

Net

This latest edition of the fourth volume of the
Wonder Series is a story of the Holy Mass in Word
and Pictures. Written expressly for children its
style is simple but attractive. The eight full-page
pictures are four colors, are very attractive and will

be sure to please the eye of the younger folk.
The book draws from the story of the Mass the
significance of the offering itself and promotes a
more appreciative understanding and a deeper devotion.
The text is easily understandable for children of
seven and over. A splendid gift for a young friend.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The faculty of the University of Dayton wish to
extend their thanks to Mr. George Nauerth for the
following prizes:

Second Prize:

First Prize:

Third Prize:

The Treasure Chest—30 vols.

Selections from

the world’s greatest authors; bound in full morocco.

The Great Republic—4 vols.

Masterpieces of the World’s
8 vols.

Fourth Prize:

Success in Life—12 vols.

By 34 master his-

torians.

By Dr. Frank Crane.

Best Literature—
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University Chronicle
By James G. Parker
CoS

©.

Crusade to be

The fifth convention of the Catholic

Students’

Mission

Crusade

Held at U. D.

will be held at the University of
- Dayton on June 23, 24 and 25,
according to announcements just made by the Crusade officers. This is the second time that the University had been honored in having the Crusaders
‘as their guests for the convention.
The last convention was held at Notre Dame
University and was a complete success. Plans are
being made to surpass that convention with the
present one and make it an even greater triumph.
It is expected that close to 900 students will be
present for the convention. The housing plans have
gotten under way, as it will require an efficient
handling to care for all the guests. The convention
will be the greatest happening of a Catholic nature
that Dayton has been honored with in at least the
past five years.
High church dignataries are expected to attend
the sessions. The convention is arranged so that
all the delegates from the Eucharistic Congress being held in Chicago the thre days prior to the opening of the convention here will be able to attend.
Many bishops and archbishops, cardinals and Papal
legates will be in attendance.
Extensive plans are also being made for the evening entertainment of the Crusaders. A number of
dramatic features are being arranged by Mr. D. Herbert Abel. Mass meetings and Benediction will take
place in the stadium. The entire student body of
the University is expected to lend some time and
effort to making plans for the entertainment. Sev-

eral local sections and junior sections of the C. S.
M. C. will also assist in making plans.

The Cru-

saders from Notre Dame Academy will lend their
assistance in the dining hall and various other duties. Further announcements of the details will be
made as the plans near completion.
Band Makes Trip he University of Dayton Band
Trip to Franklin was welcomed at Franklin, Ohio,
amid great cheers last Tuesday
evening, April 27, to engage in the activities of the
Holy Name Society of St. Mary’s congregation in
presenting an entertainment for the public at the

Franklin high school. The services of the U. of D.
musicians, under the directoin of oLuis Vogt, S. M.,
was rendered on the request of the society under
whose auspices the program was given.

In appreciation of the band services the promoters of the affair set the members of Brother’s
musical organization to a delicious 6 o’clock dinner.

On Tuesday, May 4, the band plays for the Y. M.
C. A. at a noon luncheon. The following Tuesday,
May 11, they entertained at the Miami Hotel at the
noon hour. And on Monday, May 17, they provided the music at the Ohmer Fare Register banquet.

Civil Engineers
Admitted to the
Nat. Assembly

The University of Dayton student
chapter of the American Society

of Civil Engineers was officially

received into the national organization by the board of directors at the meeting of
the national society held at Kansas City, university
officials said last night.

The 25 members of the local chapter requested
admission to the national organization about four
months ago. The members have been on probation since that time.
The purpose of the society is to foster the professional improvement of its members and to encourage intercourse with men of practical science.
Membership in the local society is confined to the
members of the sophomore, junior and senior civil
engineering classes, but the faculty members of the
college of civil engineering are honorary members.

Bro. Bernard T. Schad, head of the department
of civil engineering of the University, is faculty advisor for the organization.

The Dayton chapter of the American Society of
Civil Engineers was instrumental in the organiza-

tion of the university chapter, and it was at their
suggestion that Professor Schad made application
to the national society.

Charles Falkenbach, of Columbus, a senior civil
engineering student, is president of the local chapter, and August Cabrinha, Honolulu, Hawaii, a
junior, is secretary and treasurer.

U. D. Student in Howard 1. Hartman represented
“Peace” Contest the University of Dayton in the

oratorical contest held at Ohio
Northern University April 30.

Mr. Hartman de-

livered the same paper that he prepared for the Dr.
D. G. Reilly Contest held here before Faster. Other
contests have been arranged and the winners will
participate at the State contest at Columbus some
time this month.
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Cervantes Club

‘The Cervantes Club held an ex-

ceptionally interesting meeting on
April 19 and several speakers delivered some excellent and educational talks in Spanish. Mr. Matthew
Marzluft delivered an interesting talk from the
Spanish newspaper, “La Prensa.” Mr. Joe Keller
explained the uses of the Indefinite Articles and Ad-

jectives in Spanish. Following this the president,
Mr. James Tancred, called on Mr. Eugene Strausbaugh and Mr. Jack Brady to express some thought
in the Latin tongue, to which they responded. Mr.
Thomas Ryan recited a short poem and the Moderator, Bro. John Rodriguez, gave a few ideas relative to the improvement of the meetings. Speakers
chosen for the next meeting are Messrs. Blake,
3entz and Bergan. ‘Their subjects have not yet
been announced.
Glee Club

The University Glee Club is taking appreciable strides into “Songland” as the result of the concerted efforts of the
members, and their harmonious co-operation with
the director.

The rehearsals on Monday and Thursday of
every week are at present devoted to a fundamen-

tal training in music. ‘These fundamental exercises
will be stressed by the director so that the songsters
will be able to assimilate more readily the difficult
portion of the program.
The working knowledge of these preliminary
musical exercises must be mastered, and consequently Brother Thomas is drilling his proteges in
notation, scales, keys, chords, time, properties of

tones and other such theoretical training that must
logically follow.
A system of monthly tests will be pursued, so
that members will be prompted to make individual
study.
The rehearsals are systematically and interestingly carried out. Staffs are drawn on the board by
Brother Thomas and various scales recorded on
them. Each member then proceeds to sol-fa, the
different scales. A study in chords, by the respective groups, follows this procedure. ‘Time and notation exercises by the assembled groups are next
in order. In conclusion of the evening’s work a
little melody in four parts is sung.
Progress in this way has been very noted, and
each individual member, besides getting real pleasure out of the work, is obtaining an invaluable

training in music.

was a particular source of interest to the students
as a majority of them are especially interested in
retail merchandising, since it holds the key position in the economic welfare of modern business.
As Prof. O’Leary said in introducing the speaker,
“No man in the country is better equipped to treat

the subject of retail merchandising that Mr. Nichols,
for he comes into personal ocntact with retail mer-

chants all over the United States.” This was very
evident in his speech when he referred to experiences with business men in Boston, in Duluth, in
Florida, and in California.
Mr. Nichols used banners, strikingly lettered, to
carry across his principal points, in true N. C. R.:

style, and they were very effective.

The giving of

the substance of these banners outlines his lecture:
Business Methods are changing. Thisis the day of
scientific merchandising. Net profits depend on
business methods rather than volume. Why merchants fail: Overbuying, lack of capital, out of date
methods, inadequate accounting, and poor locations.
Why customers are lost:

Poor salesmanship, mis-

representation, and indifference of clerks..

Retail

salespeople are the most important link in the chain

of distribution. A man’s judgment is no better than
his information, keep sales records.

Service, draws

the customers and holds them.
This lecture proved to be the most interesting
and one of the most instructive of the many given
this year by prominent Dayton business men. Mr.
Nichols is not only a brilliant business man but a
clever speaker, and after all, these two accomplish-

ments go hand in hand.

Mason C. Benner.
U. D. Student

James E. Sherman, a Sophomore

Wins First Prize Arts and Letters, won the first

prize of $15 in the Herald’s Circumstantial Evidence contest which was conducted
last week.
First Year
Advanced Men
Hold Court

A finding of guilty of violation of
tthe 58th Article of War was returned against Sergt. Leo Scheid,

representing Private John Walker
of the 145th Coast Artillery Corps, Fort Totten, N.
Y., who was charged with absence without leave.
The moot court is the annual one held by the mem-

bers of the first year advanced classes.
The detail of the court under the direction of
Captains Abrahms, Dedicks and Baker, consisted

Commerce

Mr. F. A. Nichols of the Mer-_

of the following members of the First Year Advanced class: Mr. Joseph Desch (Lt: Col. A. C.

Lecture

chants’ Service Bureau of the Na-

Nelson, C. A. C.) president; Mr. Michael Moran

tional Cash Register Co., lectured

(Major John Williams, C. A. C.), law member; Mr.

recently in the Commerce Department. His lecture

Thomas Durkin (Capt. W. C. Smith); Mr. Francis
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Hollenkamp (Capt. T. H. Jones); Mr. Joseph Luthman (First Lieut. J. W. Brown); Mr. Chas. Kinzler

(Lieut. W. T. Donalson); Mr. Chas. Mitchell
(Lieut. W. D. Stewart); Mr. Chas. Pfarrer (Capt.

J. W. Scott) trial judge advocate; Mr. J. Scott
(Lieut. A. P. Werner) assistant trial judge advocate; Mr. Walter Bucher (Capt. I. H. Truman) defense counsel and Mr. Chas. Deger (Lieut. W. ai

Baker) asisstant defense counsel. Court reporter,
Mr. ‘Thos. Ryan.
As soon as the spectators, court, defense counsel
and accused were in their places, the Judge Advocate read the announcement and the assistant judge
advocate swore in the court reporter. The accused
then challenges Mr. Luthman as having already
formed an opinion of the case, from a summary

court held in his presence.

The challenged man

denied the accusation and the defense counsel challenged Mr. Mitchell as having formed an opinion
of the accused as being a detriment to the service.
Mr. Mitchell acknowledged that the accusation was
true and was relieved of duty.
‘The Court was then closed for a short time and
reopened by President Desch. ‘Then followed the
swearing in of members of the court and the Judge

Advocate and his assistant. The charge and specifications were read to the accused and he pleaded
not guilty to the specification desertion, but guilty
to the specification “absence without leave.” The
law member, Mr. Moran, then explained the meaning of the term guilty and what punishment is
awarded.
The first witness for the prosecution was Mr.
Chas. Pettinger, who stated that the accused was
an acquaintance of his for a period of four years,
during which time they kept up an intimate association. He stated that on or about May 9 he borrowed five dollars from the accused, which was to
be returned on the next payday.
Mr. Hark, second witness called, and testified that
he was never with the accused, but slept next to
him. Asked if the accused ever spoke to him about
one, Miss Mamie Taylor, he made answer that the

accused had said something about a girl in Philadelphia, but had never mentioned her name. He
also made known the fact to Mr. Hark that the
said young lady of Philadelphia was very sick and
he had a notion to go to Philadelphia and stay there

until the authorities came after him. Mr. Hark was
then cross-examined by Mr. Bucher about the letter, but because of the inability to produce the letter the evidence was stricken from the records.

The next witness called in was Mr. Cabrinha, representing the Captain of the company of which the

accused was attached.

He was asked if on or about

May 9 the accused asked him for a permit to absent
himself.

He replied that he had met the accused on

one of the streets
take notice of the
what intoxicated.
after May 10, he
brought back later

2

of the barracks, but refused to
accused because he was someAsked if he saw the accused
replied not until accused was
by a guard.

The biggest item of importance was the pleading
of Mr. Chas. Pfarrer for the return of a verdict of
“guilty” against the accused.

Col. William J.

Colonel William J. Donovan, as-

Donovan
to Speak at
Commencement

sistant to the attorney general of
the United States and veteran of
the World War, will give the address of the day at the seventy-

sixth annual Commencement of the University of
Dayton, which will take place June 14 at the N. C.
R. Schoolhouse.
The graduation exercises at the University will
be spread over three days, starting Saturday, June
12, with class day. Class day will consist of registration of alumni, track and field events and other

activities for the pleasure of the alumni and the
men of the graduating class.
Sunday morning the baccalaureate sermon will be
given at a solemn high mass and Sunday evening
the annual alumni banquet will be held. The speaker
for the baccalaureate sermon has not been announced.

Mass in memory of departed members of the
Alumni Association will be said Monday morning.
After the mass, the meeting of the Alumni Association will be held. Graduation will take place in the
afternoon.
William J. Donovan was born in the city of Buffalo, N. Y., on January 1, 1883. He is the son of
Timothy P. and Anna Lennon Donovan, both of
whom are now deceased. His early education was
received at the Nardin school, after which he at-

tended St. Joseph’s Collegiate institute. This was
followed by a classical course at Niagara university.
After leaving that university, he entered Columbia
college, where he received the degree of bachelor
of arts in 1905, and graduated from the law school
in 1907. During his school life he always was activé
in athletics, taking part in football, rowing and
cross country.

On February 7, 1922, he was appointed United
States attorney for the western district of New

York, in which office he served until August 14,
1924, when President Coolidge appointed him assistant attorney general of the United States, in charge

of criminal matters. This office he held until March,
1925, when he was appointed assistant to the attor-

ney general to fill the vacancy created by the resignation of Augustus T. Seymour.

In this capacity

he is in charge of the anti-trust division of the de-.
partment of justice and directs all of the activities
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of the department against combinations of whatsoever kind in restraint of trade.
Both as assistant
attorney general and assistant to the attorney general, Colonel Donovan has on numerous occasions
appeared on behalf of the government in the argument of cases before the Supreme Court of the
United States.
In 1922, Colonel Donovan accepted the Republican nomination of lieutenant-governor as running

mate with Governor Nathan Miller of New York,
but was defeated in the Democratic landslide that
swept the state that year. During that year, he was
counsel for the New York state fuel commission,

and was also a member of the diplomatic delegation
representing the United States in the international
conference between Canada and the United States
relative to customs regulations between the two
countries.

Exchanges
By Lowell C. George
‘he Newman Memorial Number, of the “Purple
and Gold,” was dedicated to John Henry Cardinal
Newman, by the Newman Lyceum out of respect
to the memory of its patron. The insert page pays
a very nice tribute to this English Cardinal in calling him a scholar, Lover of His Fellowmen, and
Prelate of the Roman Catholic Church. This year
marks the one hundred and twenty-fifth anniversary
of his birth, having ben born in London on February 21, 1801. We were much interested in this issue
and find it well balanced.

“The Canisius Monthly,” for the month of April,
contains some interesting material and a few good
poems, but we are surprised to see that this magazine, like some few others, does not carry some
good jokes to help balance it.
We find the “Duquesne Monthly for the month

of April a very pleasing number.

The articles and

short stories are well written and hold the reader’s
interest throughout.

It also contains some very

nice poetry, and the jokes are all very good.

that time and space does not permit us to comment
at greater length on this magazirie. We do wish at
this time to quote from the article captioned “The
Origin of the Human Soul,” as we feel that this
subject is of particular interest to everybody.
“Transmigration, known today as Theosophy, holds
that a spiritual soul, because of an evil done in another life, is made to live as a prisoner in the material body, and, after expiration is united once more
to the universal soul. The Emanationist theory
holds that each soul is a particle of the divine essence, ultimately to be re-united to the world soul,
or universal from which it came. The Traducianist
theory teaches that the soul of the infant is generated either from the body or the soul of the parents
in much the same way that the body is generated
from the germ cell. Finally, the Cretionist theory
declares that each individual human soul is created

immediately from nothing by a separate act of God.”
After reading through the Spring number of “The
Labarum” we are thoroughly convinced that no lit-

tle time was spent in compiling it.

It secures and

The Spring Number of ‘The Dial” is well bal-

holds the attention of the reader from start to fin-

anced and has literary worth. The many articles
are of high quality and hold your interest, we regret

ish. ‘he poetry is extra good, but we failed to find
a humor section. It is of interest to know that the
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Labarum was the sacred military standard of the
early Christian Emperors of Rome. It was adopted
by Constantine the Great who was at that time a
heathen. The symbolism of the Labarum is the
struggle of a human soul through temptation, conflict and suffering, and its final victory in Christ.
The “Ariston” has just come to our attention and
it too deserves much praise as a school quarterly.
The Frontispiece, which is a picture of the entrance
to the college, bearing the inscription “The College
of Saint Catherine,” is very beautiful and helps
much to enhance the magazine. The magazine carries much news of particular interest to the students.
The “Olivia,” a quarterly published by the pupils
of the Academy of The Immaculate Conception at
Oldenburg, Indiana, is a small but valuable maga-

zine.

We wish to encourage the Editorial Staff

and hope they will continue on with their good
work. It is well compiled but we feel that a few
more short stories and articles would help out considerably. The poetry is very good and the jokes
are not bad.
The spring number of the “Loyola Quarterly”
bears as its frontispiece a portrait of John Henry
Newman. A few pages farther on we find a very
interesting article entitled “Newman in His Age,”
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which says that none ventured into so many fields
and few attained his eminence in any one particular field. We read in this article that he was a
theologian, churchman, educator, philosopher, a
trenchant defender of the faith, historian, biographer, poet, novelist, scholar anda literary stylist.
Truly this Cardinal was an accomplished man and
was loved and revered by all. The magazine carries a great amount of interesting reading material,
some very nice poetry, but lacks a joke section.
We gratefully acknowledge the receipt of the fol-

lowing exchanges: ‘The Dial, The Loyola Quarterly, The Canisius Monthly, Olivia, Duquesne Month-

ly, The Labarum, Ariston, Purple and Gold, St.
Vincent College Journal, The College Spokesman,

Anselmian, The Viatorian, The Alvernia, The Spectator, The Niagara Index, Excelsior, ‘The Campionette, De Paulia, The Cardinal and White, The Record, The Mountain Echo, Gonzaga Bulletin, The

Pacific Star, The Xaverian News, Pep, Ursuline

Quill, Maroon and White, The Carroll News, The

Nazarene, The Victorian, The Bengalese, Salve Regina, The Lamp, The Field Afar, The Colored Har-

vest, The Indian Sentinel, The Shield, The Campionette, The Five Hundred, Habit, The United

States Publisher, Catholic Union and Times, Ohmer

Fare Register, Look Ahead.
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Athletic Notes
By Ray J. Grdina
BASEBALL

3utler Game: With Caulfield working like a million dollars, especially in the pinches, the University
nine hung up their fifth straight win of the season,
when they took Pat Page’s boys from Butler into
camp by a 4-0 score.
The Piqua Flash allowed but seven hits and
whiffed three, and by bearing down when the visitors had men on the sacks he prevented. the Indiana boys from scoring, thereby running his total of
shutout innings to 23 straight.

The classy fielding of his teammates behind him,
helped Dode out of a couple of holes, and with the
bat they connected for eleven bingles that were
good for four runs and the game.
All the scoring was confined to the fourth inning
when the Baujanites collected four hits that were
good for a quartet of tallies. Sammy Hipa started
the fireworks with a circuit smash. Jimmy Blake
then poked out a two-bagger and Debby singled
behind him. ‘Tommy Gallagher, the next man up,
cleared the decks with his second homer of the sea-

son.
Otterbein Game:

‘The Otterbein College team

journeyed down from Westerville to receive a 15-0

whitewashing at the hands of the Flyers, on Wednesday, May 5th.
Snelling was in the box for the locals and had
things all his way, for the six innings that he
worked before he was relieved by Shorty Sharpenter. In this time but one hit was registered off his
delivery and he retired eight via the strikeout route.

Shorty who worked the last three innings also had
little difficulty, allowing but one hit and fanning
three.

Dick is credited with the win however, as

the Baujanites were enjoying a ocmfortable lead
when he retired.
The Dayton sluggers had a picnic at the bat,
nicking Yohn the opposing twirler for a total of
eighteen hits that netted fifteen markers. In the
first chapter the wearers of the Red and Blue
pushed over seven tallies, in the next three more.
In the fourth they chalked up another, and in the
fifth and eighth they got two apiece.
The game was the sixth straight win for the
Daytonians and their fifth shutout of the season.
Antioch Game: The locals’ string of victories
was run up to seven on May 12th, when they journeyed to Yellow Springs to stage their daily batting

practice at the expense of the Antioch nine.

The

Flyer batsmen all enjoyed the opportunity to swell
up their batting averages, and after the slaughter
was finally over the score board showed that the
Baujanites had clouted out at 18-5 victory.
Caulfield started in the box and was greeted
rather warmly being touched up for four runs in
the first two innings, thereby having his string of
shutouts shattered right at the very start. He retired in favor of Dick Snelling in the fifth who held
the hosts at bay for the remainder of the tilt allowing them but one run and three hits. However,
neither of the local hurlers were overworking themselves, that not being necessary.

TRACK

The University cinder pounders received their
baptism of a dual meet when they stepped out of
their class to take on the track men from Otter-

bein College, in the new stadium on May 15th. The
United Brethren men had little difficulty in registering their 93-38 win, as the locals could offer then
no real competition, in any of the events other than
the dashes and field events.
Captain Stoughton of the visitors lived up to his

reputation by showing a neat pair of heels to Cabby
and Jack Maxwell in the dashes, and to Pedersen
in the 440 yard run. However, the dash results are
far from disappointing as the Westerville speed
king has not been defeated in a dual meet for the

last three years.

Sammy Hipa was the mainstay of the Daytonians
and it was his work that kept the team in the running as far as it went. Out of the Dayton total of
39 points, 16 were garnered by the dusky lad. He
is credited with the team’s only first, winning the
220 yard low hurdles. In the pole vault he tied for
first, took second in the 120 yard high hurdles and
running broad jump, and took third in the high
jump and the shot put. He might have registered

more but he hurt his leg in the high hurdles and
was handicapped in the rest of the events in which
he was entered.
However, the Baujanitse are not in the least discouraged as Otterbein College boasts one of the
best track teams in the state not having been beaten

in a dual meet for the last two years.
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TENNIS
In their first match of the season the Dayton clay
A week later they played hosts to the Antioch
court artists were forced to accept a 5-1 setback at
men in an attempt to decide just who was the masthe hands of the Capitol College net men at Columter of the situation. Again the best that could be
bus. The effect of little practice due to inclement
done was to get a draw. As in their first meeting
weather told on the locals as their drives and shots
Gude and Strausbaugh scored all the Red and Blue
did not have the zip or directness that is custompoints.
ary to them.
Then the racquet wielders went to Yellow
On the 15th, they took on Bowling Green College
Springs to tangle with the Antioch team. Here they
men and scored their first win of the season, this
split the match both teams taking three matches.
time by 5-1 score. In this match the net men really
“Hots” Gude and Gene Strausbaugh were responshit their stride and had the opposing men at their
ible for the local scores. Both winning their singles
mercy throughout the match, only once being forced
matches and then pairing up to take one of the
to go three sets before taking the match.
doubles matches.

Frolicsome Folly
Wagner: At what stage in life will our bodies
be glorified in heaven and how will we be able to
know our friends if each. body is glorified at a different period in life?

Fleming:

Oh, St. Peter will introduce us all

over again.
ce

5s

Prof—Have you got your prose for me today?
Fresh—lI have no pro’s, but I have many con’s.
a ea

Today’s prize goes, not to the one who thinks
Coach Yost is a passenger car, but to the one who
thinks Bill Seely is a theater owner.
ee
AB’S LAMENT
He wrote me out a theater pass,
So the picture, I could see.
I presented it, but alas,

That’s one on me.

A Scotchman and an armless man went into the
restaurant for dinner. ‘I‘he armless man came out
with the check between his teeth—(Swiped.)
aoe
This life will be one of ease and comfort, and the
fame of the U. of D. will be spread far and wide,
along about the first of July, if the dreams of all
the seniors come true.
et ¢) ok
A small native of the Missouri backwoods interestedly interrogated an Eastern salesman, as a
being from another world, as to his life, connections,
etc.

“You got a brother,” he inquired.

“Had one, but he died.”
“Got shot?”
“No, he wasn’t shot.”
“Drink himself to death?”

“Certainly not.”

aeee
Caller: “Sally, what time do your folks dine?”

“I knowed you wasa liar,” exclaimed the boy,
triumphantly, “there’s only them two ways of

sally:

dyin’.”—Iowa Frivol.

“Soon as you're gone.

That’s Missus’s

orders.” —Brooklyn Central.
a3
The bootlegger’s line is long, and his art is fleec-

ing’.

hae
“Ha, I will fool those bloodhounds,” he muttered,
and slipping on a pair of rubbers, he erased his

tracks.—Swiped.
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SATURDAY, JUNE 12—Class Day—Registration
Baseball: Varsity vs. Bowling Green Normal

SUNDAY, JUNE 13—Baccalaureate Service, University Chapel
Sermon: Rt. Rev. Msgr. Francis T. Moran, D. D.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

‘Treasurer-General of the

Catholic Educational Association.
Alumni Banquet—Chaminade Hall.

MONDAY, JUNE 14—Commencement Exercises, N. C. R. Schoolhouse
Address:

Col. William J. Donovan, Assistant to

the Attorney-General of the United States.

Luncheon 11 to 2

Dinner 5 to8 P. M.

Special Chicken Dinner Every Sunday

THE GREEN MILL
‘Dayton’s Foremost Confectionery & “Restaurant

Rent-a- New-Car
Drive-itY ourself

ROLF’S
DRIVE-A-CAR-SYSTEM

FANCY ICE CREAM SODAS
AND SUNDAES

204 West Third Street

Toasted Sandwiches at all times

16 N. Main St.—Opposite Court House

FLORIDIS & STEFAN

The New Central Market

Garfield 888

JOE SPATZ
BAKERY

MEATS

Eagle and Madriver Streets

Wholesale and Retail

Telepone Garfield 4899

We lead for Quality, Price and Service
Ask the U. of D. Boys,
Garfield 470

34 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET

Garfield 471

They know!

John G. Skapik, Prop.

SOUTH PARK SHOE REPAIR SHOP
Next to Sigma Theatre

926 SOUTH BROWN ST.
We solicit your shoe repair
We also do expert shoe shining.

U. D. Boys!
work.

Right On Your Way Down Town

SPECIAL RATES
$1.00 FOR HALF SOLES
40c FOR RUBBER HEELS

A. JACOBSON, Proprietor
1229 S. Brown

Garfield 5687

Marcella Beauty
Shoppe

Culp’s Poultry
Chickens, Turkeys, Ducks, Geese
MILK FED

BUTTER and EGGS
Always Fresh

First Quality

GEES THAT LAST?

Diamonds
Watches
Jewelry

THOMAS
JEWELERS
41% S. Main St.

Retail Stands

Next to Oelman’s

29-40 DAYTON ARCADE

$1 will lay away any article till Xmas

Jobbing and All Kinds of Furnace Work a
Specialty. Roofiing, Spouting and

GARFIELD 409

Sheet Metal Work

Don’t make a mistake in the name ’

only one

JOS. J. SGCHAD
Hardware, Paints, Oil and Glass

FP. G.MEYER

Expert Service—Reasonable Rates

Cutlery and Seeds

JEWELER

Barber Work for Men and Women

Garfield 2463

14 West Fifth Street

Marcelling

Manicuring
RATES 40—20

Shampooing
848-850 S. Brown St.

Dayton, Ohio

Agent for

Gruen Watches
rc.

If your ad were here, our subscribers
would know your're in business

A full line of Watches, Clocks,
Diamonds, Silverware
and Ivory Goods

FINE WATCH REPAIRING

The Right Kind of
Friends
HE right kind
of friends are

#
|
har
—_ hie
{fies
aq

not always the
friends you like, nor
those that flatter

you.

The best

Fy friends are those

pendable and honest. It is the constant aim of this
institution to make all of its employees worthy and desirable friends
to its patrons.

Val. Hegman

LOTHES
LEANED
LEAN

Dealer in and Manufacturer of

Expert Cleaning,

Trunks
Bags
Suit Cases
Harness

Pressing, Repairing and
Alterations
First Class Service

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
We call for and deliver
all work.

TRUNKS and SAMPLE WORK
A SPECIALTY

Garfield 2280

South Park
Tailor Shop

‘““AT THE CHIMES”’

136 East Third Street

Next to Sweeney’s

The New Idea Repair Shop

Home and Office

Repairing of all kinds

MIAMI
Loan & Building Association

Bring your old shoes and

have them made like new.
I use only the best material.

Highest Grade of
OAK
LEATHER
PRICES REASONABLE
36 W. Third St.

Dayton, Ohio

Suggestions
Globe-Wernicke Sectional Book Cases
Desks, Chairs, Costumers, Filling Cabinets
Globe Cabinet Safes and Safes
Conklin, Waterman, Wahl, Shafor, Parker

Self Filling Fountain Pens.

Everybody’s Book Shop
Chas. W. Bieser, Owner

Gar. 1874,1873

‘Baked Goods

ONLY
Beginners

Advanced

Garfield 1056
29 SOUTH MAIN STREET
Above McCrory’s

The Reynolds & Reynolds Co,

placed at the disposal of those we

TABLETS, COMPOSITION AND
STENOGRAPHERS'
NOTE BOOKS
PADS and SCHOOL PAPERS
OF ALL KINDS

At your favorite grocer

or delicatessen

DayTON, OHIO

Our beautiful funeral home is
serve without charge.

Manufacturers

WHOLESALE BAKERY

Quality line of

Teachers of

POPULAR MUSIC |

21-23 W. Fifth Street

Tickle Your Palate with

REICHERT’S

Awanda
Studios Company

Westbrock
Funeral Home
1712 South Wayne Ave.
Garfield 1072—PHONES—East 2075

Laundry and
Hospital Supplies

Young’s

SOAP, SODA, STARCH,
BLUEING, PADDING,

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

Various kinds of

Work Called for and Delivered

Cotton and Wool Materials, Etc.

Let us knock the spots out of your clothes

Established Forty Years Ago

The FANSHER Bros. Co.
113 W. Court St.

Dayton, Chio

Gar. 1523

1213 SOUTH BROWN STREET

PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
ARCHITECT

ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR

HOWARD GERMANN, 0!

AL. MAHRT, 712
with
Smart, Gore & Co.

Schwind Building
Dayton, Ohio

800 Callahan Bldg., Dayton, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio

JOSEPH B. MURPHY, ’01
Murphy, Elif, Leen & Murphy
1001-07 Schwind Building
Dayton, Ohio

WALTER L. CONNORS, ’05
620-23 Reibold Building
Dayton, Ohio

DAVID A. KERSTING, ’05
516-520 Reibold Building
Dayton, Ohio

HARRY SOLIMANO, ’07
Fiorint & Solimano

CLARENCE J. STOECKLEIN, ’08
709 Reibold Building
Dayton, Ohio

Compliments of
JOHN C. SHEA

Suite 510 Schwind Building,

955-58 Reibold Building
Dayton, Ohio

FRANCIS C. CANNY, ’09
506-08 Dayton Savings and Trust Bldg. ~
Dayton, Ohio

HORACE BOESCH, ’14
805-07 U. B. Building
Dayton, Ohio
—<——

ENGINEERS

EARL A. SMITH, ’07

HARRY F. FINKE, ’02
Finke Engineering Company
Dayton, Ohio

Civil Engineer—Contractor

702 Commercial Building
Dayton, Ohio

OPTOMETRIST
Phone Garfield 6363

JOURNALIST

Residence 502 Lexington Ave.

S. M. ZAPOLEON, O. D.

HARRY KENNEDY, ’16
Sport Editor

Optometrist
Glasses Adapted to the Eyes by Modern Methods
Difficult Cases Solicited
Dayton, Ohio
4 Third St. Arcade

Dayton Journal and Herald
Dayton, Ohio

DENTISTS

DR. LEON DEGER, ’10
_ Fidelity Building
Dayton, Ohio

DR. FRANCIS GAYNOR, ’15
Brown and Warren Sts.

Dayton, Ohio

This Magazine 1s

Hollencamp
s

Our Product

‘Gie
J C.Ely Printing |
Company |

In all Assorted Flavors and the Very Best
Just phone what you want and we will deliver to you

205-207-209 SOUTH JEFFERSON ST.

“Golden Glow”

FELLOWS
For A-1 Service and Sanitation try

Harry's
Barber Shop
206 S. Ludlow Street

TRY OUR CEREAL BEVERAGES

/

Se
Se

a AND Seee

“Dark Cream”
Wa Rey

REFRESHING

Near Fifth

| She and You—
will find immense
stocks to choose
from, consistently
low prices and a

square deal if you

The Hollencamp Products Co.
PHONES

Bell Main 433

Home 2433

buy your furniture
at

When in need of new Glasses or

repairs are necessary on the
old glasses, visit

Cappel)

117 South Ludlow

OPTICIANS

